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Munchkin   ▲                                                                                                                                 
Small fruited approx. 125g, flattened shape with a attractive scalloped 
appearance. Very popular choice for table decorations etc.

Gold duSt F1                                                                                                                                    
A newly developed semi bush hybrid with some powdery mildew 
tolerance. high yielding with attractive dark fruits. Approx 125g.

SMAll SuGAr ◄                                                                                                                            
2kg fruits widely grown in the 
uk. A very adaptable variety, 
long vine type for culinary and 
halloween
use.

BABy BeAr                                                                                                                                
Small fruited pie type approx. 
750g to 1kg with uniquely 
naked seed. relatively smooth 
skinned with good colour and 
strong handles.

Becky                                                                                                                             
Pie pumpkin type with good 
storage qualities and attractive 
fruits. ideal for culinary and 
halloween use.
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PAintBAll F1 ▲                                                                                                                          
Very smooth skinned variety, great uniformity and ideal for 
halloween painting. rich orange coloured fruits.

MArS F1 ►                                                                                                                           
early cropping semi-bush type. 
Fruits are 2 to 4kg, dark orange
with a good handle and very 
uniform. high yielding in trials. 
Mars is a very reliable and 
adaptable variety.

toM Fox                                                                                                                          
large vine with mid-season 
maturity. Produces fruits 3 to 
6kg in weight with very strong 
handles and good colour.

cinderellA                                                                                                                          
Semi-bush type with oval fruits 
of4 to 6kg. Medium-early maturity

SnowMAn  ◄                                                                                                                        
A novel white fruited type 
developed by tozer Seeds. 
Medium size vines with medium 
early maturity and fruits 
averaging 4 to 6kg

ASPen F1                                                                                                                        
Small vine produces uniform, 
round, medium maturity fruits,
approx. 5 to 7kg with good skin 
colour.

howden                                                                                                                     
7 to 11kg fruits. this is one 
of the bigger fruited varieties 
with deep orange colour and 
good ribbing. A large vine with 
medium to late
maturity.
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rocket F1 ►                                                                                                                        
6 to 7kg uniform fruits with 
dark orange colouring and strong
handles. large vine type with 
mid-season maturity and good 
yields.

rAcer F1 ◄                                                                                                                       
7 - 9kg fruits with good colour 
and strong handles. Semi-bush
variety which matures early. A 
consistent, high yielding pumpkin

hiGh SuGAr SQuASh hArleQuin F1                                                                                                                   
Green striped acorn squash with exceptionally sweet flesh. Approx 
750g fruits.

hiGh SuGAr SQuASh celeBrAtion F1                                                                                                                 
Acorn shape with a multi-coloured skin and deep orange flesh. Prolific 
cropper on a strong plant. Very good eating qualities.

hiGh SuGAr SQuASh FeStiVAl F1   ▲                                                                                                              
Multi-coloured patterned skin with a shallow heart shape and good 
eating qualities

hiGh SuGAr SQuASh Sweet liGhtninG F1                                                                                                             
Flatter dumpling style fruits of approx 500g with exceptional eating 
qualities.

Gold Strike F1                                                                                                                    
A hybrid pumpkin with excellent 
handles, dark orange colour and
round to slightly flattened fruit. 
Vine habit with fruit approx
10-12kg.

AtlAntic GiAnt                                                                                                                     
Fruits usually achieve 30-200kg 
depending on conditions. these
huge pumpkins are a great 
talking point and look great as 
part of a display.
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conFection F1                                                                                                          
A new crown Prince type exclusive to tozer Seeds. it produces an 
average yield of 3 - 4 small kabocha size fruits per plant.

crown Prince F1                                                                                                    
renowned for its eating qualities, crown Prince is an attractive steel 
grey squash. large fruit weighing approx 4kg with very deep orange 
flesh and long storage potential.

kABochA F1 SMAll Fruited                                                                                                
Good yields of thick skinned, dark green fruits with pale stripes with 
good flavoured orange flesh.

Shokichi Green F1 ▲                                                                                       
Mini hybrid kabocha. Fruits can 
be harvested with a weight of 200 
to 400 gram. 

Shokichi Shiro white F1 ▲                                                                                           
Mini hybrid kabocha. Fruits can 
be harvested with a weight of 200 
to 400 gram. 

kABochA F1 lArGe Fruited                                                                                         
Slightly larger fruited than the small kabocha, averaging 1.75 to 2kg 
with good yields and good storage potential.


